Do you want to work in a disruptive, innovative and non-corporate environment? Do you want to change the way we did grocery shopping for the last decades?

We are a start-up with a very simple mission: to make grocery shopping quick, easy and affordable for everyone. Our unique tech-driven approach will enable us to work towards a greener and more sustainable future! We are growing fast and therefore always on the hunt for smart new talents that love grand challenges which shape the future of food and grocery shopping! Interested in joining this tech-first venture? Keep on reading!

We are currently building a very exciting tech start-up in Germany (region Cologne). We work in small, professional teams, and are focused on tech-driven innovation. We are super curious, extremely competitive, and give incredible responsibilities to individuals. To reach our ambitious goals, we are looking for enthusiastic new talents to support our teams in various areas (growth, fulfilment, logistics.. and much more). As we have just started, you can be part of something really great and inspiring from the very beginning, so join us!

YOUR CHALLENGE

- Execute and improve projects in a fast paced environment
- Quickly think through various topics and find creative solutions for exciting new challenges
- Be ready to take on lots of responsibility and implement your ideas and visions
- Apply your strong analytical skills to solve issues while remaining consumer-focused

OUR REQUIREMENTS

- Studying Engineering, Econometrics, Mathematics, Physics or equivalent at a top-tier university
- Smart and very strong analytical skills and curious and nothing-is-impossible mind-set
- Passionate and enthusiastic about changing the status quo
- Fluent in English

THE PERKS

Sprint has a lot of cool stuff to offer. We have an awesome start-up culture where everything you do matters! It's also an environment where you can develop yourself super-fast and get the freedom to create your own future. We work very hard while having a lot of fun together!